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Rules and Regulations
Last Revised: June 2021

To Summarize
1. Be respectful towards all members
2. You are responsible for your own accounts
3. Use common sense
4. Staff have final say

💡Tip: If unsure, or for more information, visit the respective pages for more information
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Preface
General Information you may find useful

Worlds

World name Gamemode World use

WH WolvHaven City CITY
EXPLORATION

The server’s hub. Build rights available
based on property ownership.

5H FifthHaven WolvHaven City’s future replacement

PG Pangaea SURVIVAL Survival multiplayer (SMP)

ED The End

CA Calidia CREATIVE
BUILDING

Creative building where players start their
own towns/cities

GD Gardellia

LB Laboratory World for prototyping buildings

GM Games MINIGAMES Games like paintball, spleef etc.

Ranks
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Staff Departments
MIA - Ministry for Internal Affairs (Discord: @MIA)
Manages PR, Citizenship, and other rank assignments/registration

CARD - Creative Affairs and Regulation Department (Discord: @CARD)
Enforces rules and regulations for Gardellia & Calidia

MIND - Ministry for Infrastructure & National Development (Discord: @MIND)
Review, and plan all public infrastructure requests (WolvHaven City Infra)

MCFA - Ministry for Culture & Foreign Affairs (Discord: @MCFA)
Promote and advocate for a better community environment for all and manages WolvHaven’s
social media channels

DEVCOM - Development Commission of WolvHaven (Discord: @DEVCOM)
Server technical stuff such as plugins etc.
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Part 1: General Rules
These Rules MUST be adhered to in ALL areas in WolvHaven, and its affiliated platforms

Section 1A: Chat & Interaction with fellow members
Be respectful towards other members
Any action done with intent to cause discomfort to other members is not tolerated. This includes
intentional racism, harassment, sexism, homophobia and transphobia.

a) Players are allowed to banter and make jokes with each other, but should only do so
when other parties are comfortable with it. Jokes must not use derogatory language as it
should not be normalized.

You are responsible for your own accounts
Practices such as setting a strong password, and regularly changing passwords are
encouraged. Offences committed with your accounts will be treated as if you had committed
them yourself.

Do not Advertise
“Advertising” refers to any action done in WolvHaven, or through private connections obtained
through WolvHaven (like Discord DMs), intended to actively promote or convince a player to join
a community that is not related to the WolvHaven server.

Example: “I think AAA Server is better. You all should join it!” is NOT allowed

a) Players may within reason, mention other communities as part of a discussion
Example: “I think it would be great if we can adopt XYZKRG server’s method of
processing, as I feel it would be better and encourage more activity” is allowed

Do not spam, or use an excessive amount of CAPS
“Spam” refers to any repetitive, undesired sending of messages done with intent to cause
general annoyance. CAPS may be used to express excitement, but use in moderation.

Do not ask to be a member of staff or solicit for promotions
Asking to be a member of staff or promotion to be a member of staff may decrease your
chances of becoming one. You can ask about the criteria and process to become one. You are
also not allowed to beg or ask for others to produce documentation such as nominations for a
role.
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Do not post links to/share/post NSFW Content
“NSFW” refers to Not Safe For Work; and may include content with nudity, intense sexuality,
political incorrectness, profanity, slurs, violence.

a) Players may discuss mature topics within reason. Such discussion must not cause
discomfort to others.

Discussion of Sensitive topics must be civil and agreed on by all involved
Discussion of sensitive topics such as race, religion, and politics may be done on the basis that
it does not cause discomfort, remains respectful, and that all parties agree to said discussion.

Do not share Personally Identifiable Information (PII) without consent (Doxxing)
“Personally Identifiable Information (PII)” may include details about a player’s real-life
information; such as addresses, real-names and school of attendance.

Do not share information shared in-private without permission
Private messages containing information shared in-confidence as part of a private, personal
conversation should not be shared.

Example: Player A shares with Player B via Direct Message that their family member passed
away. Player B should not share such information without A’s consent

Do not use Malicious Mods
“Malicious Mods” refers to mods that exist for the primary intent to cause negative impact, or
give one a significant unfair advantage over others, such as killaura, nuking or X-RAY. Helpful
mods such as Optifine, WorldEditGUI are permitted.

Speak English in Public Chat and be courteous
Use English in Public Chat, with the exemption of assisting in translations. Think twice about
your behavior and ask yourself whether such behavior may cause annoyance to certain
members.

Section 1B: Build-related Rules
Do not Grief
“Griefing” refers to any unauthorized modification, or destruction of a Player’s property done
with malicious intent.
Examples:

(1) Killing of livestock, usage of farms without replanting counts as grief
(2) AFKBoxing a player, and assisting to cleanup after is NOT grief
(3) Unknowingly mining into someone’s underground base and repairing the damage is

NOT grief
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Do not modify the bedrock level
Creating holes in the bedrock level without permission is not allowed

Do not create the following automatic systems
Players may create manual variants of these systems

Type of System ❌ Automatic ✔ Manual

Traincarts Systems Trains running at set intervals Trains spawned at the push
of a button or driven by a
driver

Prohibited Builds
The following buildings are not allowed in all areas of the server:

● 1x1 towers
● Excessive (in the 50s) use of activated beacons
● Slime Block automobiles
● Floating ‘highways’ or railways that stretch a very far distance
● Redstone lag machines

Space Out, and ask if building nearby
Players must ask for permission from any nearby building owner if they want to build nearby.
Example: Ask for permission to build in/near someone’s base, town, or village

Section 1Z: Others
Do not abuse privileges or exploits

● “Privileges” refers to extra permissions entrusted as part of a rank
Example: Abusing Architect creative privileges to give oneself elytras for use in survival

● “Exploits” refers to something that is not supposed to happen in game
Example: Creating [Free] Diamond signs to get free diamonds in survival when creation
of such signs should not be allowed

Do not backseat moderate
“Backseat Moderation” refers to interfering or unauthorized policing of other members of the
server, and includes speaking with authority, suggesting or discussing bans/punishments,
interfering when Staff are handling a situation, or threatening to report a player to staff.

Staff Decisions are final
Staff decisions are final. Staff which are directly involved in any situation must absolve
themselves from the respective cases. Players may appeal any decisions (See: Appeals)
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Do not act on behalf of the server unless authorized
Examples include going onto another server and advertising WolvHaven, badmouthing a foreign
server with intent to cause rifts between communities.

Part 2: Punishments, Penalties and Appeals
The following Punishments & Penalties may apply for breaching any of the rules

Authorized Penalties
Penalties for breaching any of the rules in this document may include the following:

(1) Verbal warnings — a reminder that the act committed is against the rules.

(2) Official warning — an official record that an offence has been made.
(a) Multiple warnings up to 3 may be awarded for the same offence
(b) Accumulation of 3 active warnings will result in a temporary ban of 7 days, with

subsequent active warnings resulting in 7 day temporary bans each
(c) Warnings expire after 2 calendar months from the date of issue

(3) Server mute — removing the ability of the player to chat on the server.

(4) Monetary fine — a reduction of a player's in game economy balance.

(5) Confiscation of items and/or property — all confiscated items or property may be
destroyed

(6) Imprisonment — restriction of movement in an enclosed space for a period of time

(7) Demotion, revoking of rank or privileges — a change in the player’s in-game rank to
a lower grade or to revoke an additional rank entirely

(8) Temporary ban — a ban restricting a player from logging on to the server for a duration

(9) Permanent ban — a ban restricting a player from logging on to the server.

(10) Unappealable Permanent ban — appeals for such bans will not be considered until
after 6 months from the time of issuance, where they are downgraded to permanent ban

(11) IP ban — a ban from logging on to the server using a specific IP address.

Enhanced Punishments for Visitors
Visitors that violate server rules which would result in a penalty of Official Warning or above will
have such penalties upgraded to Permanent Bans
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Appeals
Appeals against penalties may be made from the time the penalty was issued. An appeal will
only be considered after a minimum of 24 hours have passed from the time of issuance, except
where penalties were wrongfully issued.

Part 3: WolvHaven City & Fifth Haven Rules
The following rules must be observed in the WolvHaven City and Fifth Haven worlds

Do not Trespass
“Trespass” refers to moving into restricted areas without authorisation, or interacting with
anything that is not public access.

Example: Going into a train depot and flicking on/off switches for rail lines is an offence

Survival Shops must sell legitimate items only
Playershops which are not roleplay stores must sell items which were legitimately obtained via
survival only.

Example: An architect selling netherite armor that was obtained through Creative is not allowed.
The architect will also be liable for an offence under abuse of privileges or exploits.
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Part 4: Survival Multiplayer Rules (Pangaea)
The following rules must be observed in the Pangaea, Nether, and The End worlds

Keep spawn tidy
Do not litter spawn with playershops, or build structures to obstruct pathways.

No Rail Infrastructure near spawn
Do not build any rail infrastructure near spawn. You are welcome to build connecting rail
infrastructure to your bases, but they should connect to a designated rail terminal near spawn.*
*Strikethrough text will apply later, when the designated terminal is constructed

Do not leave floating treetops
Fell trees entirely

Do not steal from protected containers
Containers such as chests, doors, furnaces should be locked using the /lock command.
Unprotected chests or furnaces may be looted.
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Part 5: Gardellia/Calidia Worlds
The following rules must be observed in the Gardellia and Calidia worlds

Section 5A: Claims, and Ownership
Starting a Claim
“Claim” refers to a town/city/village. A player may start a claim with a clear indicator that they are
the owner (or claimant) of the claim.

Claim definitions
(1) Claim Borders — the border line defined by the outermost buildings of a claim
(2) Claim Radius — the largest measurable distance from the true center of a claim

Claims must be registered with CARD
Players must register their claims within 2 months of their founding with the Creative Affairs and
Regulation Department via the google form for administrative purposes

Ask for permission before building near or in claims
Permission must be sought from relevant claim owner(s) when starting or building in or near
claims where other claim borders are within 700m of the new claim.

a) An exemption from this rule are claims made based on Gardellia Mainline stations
💡Tip: Use the WolvHaven Dynmap (http://play.wolvhaven.net:8123) to get a rough idea of how
far you are from other claims

Strategic Expansion is not allowed
“Strategic Expansion” refers to any form of aggressive, inorganic, expansion with the intent to
limit or restrict other claims

Example: Expanding in a very narrow thin strip to make one’s claim radius larger

Do not waste land or space
Do not start a claim, make very little development to it, then start another claim. Excessive
claims will be removed. Cleanup after yourself.

Inactive players’ claims may be transferred
Players who are no longer active for at least 6 months that cannot be reached by any form of
communication may have their claims transferred to another player. Players may also appoint
caretakers to look after their claims while they are away, and resume ownership when they
return.
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Section 5B: Infrastructure
Publicly Owned Infrastructure may be modified
Publicly Owned Infrastructure; such as Gardellian Mainlines, or roads within the official greater
road networks may be modified to fit in their towns, but must not be removed or disconnected.

Example:
a) Moving a Mainline station underground, and ensuring that trains can continue to pass

through is allowed.
b) Converting a piece of expressway into a street in your claim is NOT allowed

Restricted Infrastructure
The following require permission from the Creative Affairs & Regulation Department before
construction:

(1) Large Container Ports exceeding 300m in length
(2) Large Commercial/Passenger Airports exceeding 300m in length

Infrastructure must be reasonably realistic
Adequate support systems, such as pillars should be added to bridges, and tunnels must be
large enough for vehicles to pass through.

Interclaim Infrastructure

National (Class A) Regional / Local (Class B)

Purpose Service on a world-based
level, Span >3000m
outside claims

Connect to ‘National’ infrastructure
Service region of Claim(s)

Permission
Required from
CARD?

Yes ● Yes, if connecting to ‘National’
infrastructure >1000m away

● Yes if distance is >2000m
between claims

Must adhere to
Default  Standards?

Yes No - Must provide smooth transition from
National → Regional/Local standards
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Default Standards for Interclaim Infrastructure
Infrastructure that is constructed outside of claims are encouraged to follow these guidelines:

Road Rail

Gardellia ● Right Hand Traffic
● 3m wide lanes

● Left Hand Traffic
● 3m between rails

Calidia ● Right Hand Traffic
● 5m wide lanes

● Right Hand Traffic
● 3m between rails

Section 5C: Terraforming
Major Terraforming requires permission from CARD
“Major Terraforming” refers to; but is not limited to; flattening out an entire extreme
hills/mountains biome, large land reclamation extending over 200m outside of the coastline, and
creation of artificial islands in the ocean

Terraforming only allowed near your own claim
You may only terraform within 300m of your claim borders

Do not leave behind landscars
“Landscars” refer to unpolished remnants as the result of terraforming. For example, slicing a
mountain in half and leaving the edge as a flat wall.

Section 5Z: Misc
Do not plagiarise
“Plagiarism” refers to the direct copying of others’ work without permission and passing it off as
your own. This rule does not apply to common structures like lamp posts and road markings.

Part 6: Laboratory World
The following rules must be observed in the Laboratory worlds

Keep the area tidy
Clearly mark out areas which you are working on

Do not waste space
The laboratory is a space for everyone to share, do not claim excessive areas for your own use.
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